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Trauma 
Informed 
Holistic 
Advocacy



. . . like the development of capital-mitigation 
strategies, defense counsel’s creativity and 
persistence could shape the future of juvenile 
sentencing jurisprudence. Attorneys 
representing juvenile offenders should think 
outside of the box when it comes to presenting 
mitigating evidence.

Mitigating After Miller, Sara Fiorillo

93 B.U.L. Rev. 2095 (Dec. 2013)

Who is our 
client and 
why is our 
client?



Social Workers: 
Superheroes for 
Defense Teams



What are 
common 
ethical 
tensions 
between 
attorneys 
and social 
workers?



Common 
Ethical 
Tensions

1.) Harm to self

2.) Harm to others

3.) Child abuse

4.) Triangulation

5.) Manipulation

6.) Unprofessionalism

7.) Sexual  misconduct

8.) Client’s free will

9.) Involving the media



Model Rules of 
Professional 
Conduct

Attorneys’ Ethical Obligations: 
Zealous Advocate, Confidant, Protector, and Advisor



Scope of 
Representation 
& Allocation of 
Authority 
Between Client 
& Lawyer

ABA Model Rule 1.2: Scope of Representation & 
Allocation of Authority Between Client & Lawyer

(a) ...a lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions 
concerning the objectives of representation… 

(b) A lawyer's representation of a client, including 
representation by appointment, does not constitute an 
endorsement of the client's political, economic, social or 
moral views or activities...

(d) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist 
a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows is criminal or 
fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal 
consequences of any proposed course of conduct with 
a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a 
good faith effort to determine the validity, scope, 
meaning or application of the law.



POP QUIZ

What’s the Model Rule for 
Confidentiality of Information? 



Confidant

ABA Model Rule 1.6 Confidentiality Of Information

(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to 
the representation of a client unless the client gives 
informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized 
in order to carry out the representation or the disclosure 
is permitted by paragraph (b).



Confidant

ABA Model Rule 1.6 Confidentiality Of Information continued

(b) A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation of a 
client to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:

(1) to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily harm;
(2) to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud that is 

reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial 
interests or property of another and in furtherance of which the 
client has used or is using the lawyer's services;

(3) to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the financial 
interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result 
or has resulted from the client's commission of a crime or fraud in 
furtherance of which the client has used the lawyer's services;ETC.



Protector

ABA Model Rule 1.14: Client with Diminished Capacity

(a) When a client's capacity to make adequately 
considered decisions in connection with a representation 
is diminished, whether because of minority, mental 
impairment or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as 
far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal 
client-lawyer relationship with the client.

(b) When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client 
has diminished capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, 
financial or other harm unless action is taken and cannot 
adequately act in the client's own interest, the lawyer 
may take reasonably necessary protective action, 
including consulting with individuals or entities that have 
the ability to take action to protect the client...



Advisor

ABA Model Rule 2.1: Advisor

In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise 
independent professional judgment and render candid 
advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only 
to law but to other considerations such as moral, 
economic, social and political factors, that may be 
relevant to the client's situation.



NASW 
Code of Ethics

The primary mission of the social work profession is to enhance 
human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of all 
people... A historic and defining feature of social work is the 
profession's focus on individual well-being in a social context and 
the well-being of society.



What are 
shared 
fundamental 
values 
between 
Attorneys 
and Social 
Workers?

● Helping professionals
● Advocates, counselors, and advisors 
● Facilitators of conflict resolution, who 

also respect their clients’ 
self-determination and confidentiality

● Strive to uphold fundamental societal 
values and promote public service. 



What are 
Attorneys so 
worried about 
in collaborating 
with Social 
Workers?

●Will a lawyer working with a caring, best 
interest-focused social worker be changed 
in a way that allows for more “good-faith” 
lawyer-client manipulation?

●Can Social Worker’s records be subpoenaed? 
Are their records discoverable?  

●Are Social Workers Mandated Reporters or 
not? 



Agency Models

Non-Members: 

● Consultant: Social Worker works with an attorney as an expert 
consultant

● Direct Service Provider (i.e., Referral/Agency Collaboration Model): 
Social Worker works as an internal referral source within a legal 
agency 

Members of the Legal Team: 

● Employee Model (i.e., Interdisciplinary Model): Social Worker acts as 
a member of the legal team; Social Worker utilizes skills to meet with 
the client and legal team but does not provide independent services 
to client

● Confidentiality Wall Model: Attorneys identify child protection 
concerns prior to involving a Social Worker

● Notice Model: Agencies notify clients of the Social Workers ethical 
obligations to report child protection issues before engaging a Social 
Worker

● Consent Model: Clients agree to the Social Worker disclosing child 
protection concerns



Protocol  
Example

● 1.) Team Meeting/Consultation

● 2.) Agency Handbook

● 3.) Supervision

● 4.) Workshop



BEN

Ben is a 18-yr-old male with symptoms of severe 
anxiety, including difficulty concentrating, racing 
thoughts, heart palpitations, sleep problems, nightmares 
and weight loss.  These symptoms started when he 
entered jail 2 months ago.  Ben has a history of 
experiencing these symptoms but has never had 
treatment or a formal mental health diagnosis.  You 
suspect an anxiety disorder due to past and current 
trauma.

Ben’s charges are kidnapping, theft of a motor 
vehicle and second-degree manslaughter.  When he was 
16-years-old Ben was in juvenile court for two DWI’s, 
truancy and trespassing.  The current arrest revolves 
around an alleged gang house party.  



CASE STUDY

● Break into small groups
● Read Case Discussion re: Ben (See p. 31-32 from 

Criminal Defense-Based Forensic Social Work)
● Answer the following questions: 

● Under the varying Agency Models, what would 
be the Social Worker’s Mandatory Reporting 
obligation? 

● What would be your professional concerns 
about representing Ben in partnership with a 
Social Worker under the varying Agency 
Models? 



Resolving 
Ethical Issues

1.) Anticipate that they WILL happen.

2.) Know or develop a model 

3.) Consult



Questions



NOFSW/NASW 
Codes of Ethics

State Rules of 
Professional Conduct

State 
Mandated Reporter 

Statutes

Review Agency Models
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